B2 SAMPLE WRITING

Today , with the airports modernisation and the internaional travel developpement we can spend our holidays anywhere .
But what is the greatest holiday destination in the world ?
In my opinion , it's to go to the U.S.A. . Il will explain you why.
The U.S.A. is a country of the North America. It's a very large country which has an incredible diversity. If you like to ski , you can go to Beaver
Creek which is one of the biggest ski station in the world. If you like to go to the beach you can go to Miami Beach in Florida or to Venice beach
in california. If you like the nature, rainforests and to hike there are some wonderful national parks like Sequoia Park or Yosemite Parc in
California. If you like the big lakes there are a lot of big lakes in U.S.A. like Lake Michigan or Lake Powell.If you like the canyons you can go to
Bryce Canyon or to Grand Canyon.
If you like the big cities , there are many different big cities which you can enjoy in America like New York, San Francisco,Chicago,Boston...
These city contains many different districts which are inspired by other culture like the Chinatomn district in New York . In these cities, you can
find some very interisting museums ( like the MOMA in New York or the Sciences Museum in Chicago ) if you like Museums you will enjoy
them.
To sum up, everyone can enjoy the U.S.A. and this is why it's the greatest holiday destination in the world.
***************************************************************************
The place where I loved to go is Cyprus. This is an isle near the Greek's bay. There is two parts on this Isle: one side is Greek and the other one
is Turkish. Cyprus is a very warm and sunny place to go, with lots of beaches, many castles and other activites. There is always a thing to do,
whoever you are: you can just go the beach if you like sunbathing or swiming. You can try the local food which tastes very different from the
European's! All the locals are very welcoming and friendly: I recomand you to talk to them: you'll learn a lot more about their story and
country. If you're someone cultivated, you can visit the diffrent castles and churches: you will also learn a lot that way. As a child, I had a lot of
fun with the different activities: water sports, paintball, and many other things to do as a child. I loved this destination because I went to
Cyprus with my family and we had a great time together! Go to Cyprus!
***************************************************************************
The greatest holiday destination I've ever been is the Martinique. I went there to visit my family during last holidays and I really think these
vacations were my favorites.
My family an I did a lot of things for only 10 days long. We went to amazing beaches (the sea was blue, even more than the sky, the sun was
shinning, there were palm trees everywhere), we surfed on big waves, we did jet-ski and we also spend a whole day on a boat.
One of the best thing we've done is certainly to climb a mountain during more than 8 hours (even if that was very exhausting). That was just
wonderful.
Moreover, I met some of my cousin's friends, so that was funnier. Together, we did cycling, we learnt how to play guitar and piano and we also
played tennis.
The last day before I leave, we even went to the beach to surf and to drive a boat by ourselves. As the weather is very hot there, we used to
went to the swimming pool every day.
When I remember all the things I did when I was there, I can say that this is the greatest holiday destination.

